
A Serbian IT company is looking for partners from 

agriculture, automotive, energy, smart cities, legal, 

healthcare and other industries for its software and 

hardware development services through 

outsourcing 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BORS20200728001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Serbian IT company specialized in (custom) software development, quality assurance (QA), and 
specialized development for companies of any size and within different industry verticals, is looking for start-
ups, SMEs, organizations and institutions interested in outsourcing software and/or hardware development 
services. 
 
 
A Serbian IT company has been in business since 2007. It has more than 100 employees and it is present 
on domestic and international markets such as the USA, the UK, Ireland, other European countries. The 
company develops high-quality software and hardware solutions for businesses of different sizes. Its clients 
come from various industry verticals (healthcare, agriculture, automotive, energy, legal, smart cities, etc.). 
The company offers: • software development: web development, cloud-native, mobile development, legacy 
systems, desktop applications, dedicated software solutions. • quality assurance (QA) services. • specialized 
development: embedded system development, artificial intelligence and machine learning. As the company’s 
clients come from different industries and sectors, they have provided their clients with applications, devices 
and software solutions specifically customized for their business needs. Thus, they have developed software 
and hardware solutions for the healthcare sector, advanced diagnostic solutions and an automatic remote 
weather device for (precision) agriculture, a work time acquisition system used by different companies, 
desktop, mobile and web applications for logistics, judiciary, automotive industry etc. The company is 
interested in finding partners through outsourcing agreement. The company will offer high-quality 
software/hardware development services. Based on client’s ideas and requirements, the company will 
develop solutions perfectly suited for their business needs. 
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